
Camera Upgrade Questions

● What fire caulk is required for any penetrations? Please provide manufacturer and type.
Sauk County will allow any manufacturer and type of caulk that meets ASTM E814
standards.

● Can you provide an updated list of cameras that are no longer required or needed per
the RFP walkthrough?
These are the camera that are no longer needed on the camera list
Apod 2,3,4,10,11,14,15
Huber 82,83,84,85,90,91,92

● Does the county require cameras to have analytic functionality?
Sauk County does not require this.

● Will the county allow prints to be released if a contractor is willing to sign a NDA in order
to receive the prints prior to the bid?
This is not something Sauk County wants to do because of this being a Detention
facility.

● What software systems are approved for use on this project?
Currently using Video insight.

● Will manufacturers other than Bosch be acceptable for cameras?
No, Sauk County wants to stick with the Bosch brand of cameras.

● Shall all cameras have surge and lightning protection?
No, Just the Exterior cameras.

● While the RFP states that Sauk County requests 5MP cameras as a minimum, shall
lower megapixel cameras be acceptable in locations in which a lower megapixel camera
will adequately provide coverage?
Sauk County would like the bigger pod and exterior cameras to be a minimum of
5MP for best clarity. Approximately 20 cameras. For the smaller areas, hallways,
smaller rooms, and booking cells Sauk County is willing to go with a smaller
Megapixel as long as the contractor can demonstrate the County will not lose any
clarity on live video and also recorded video.

● At what frame rate shall the video cameras record?
20 FPS

● Shall motion triggered recording be acceptable if a constant keyframe capture is
implemented?



Sauk County requires constant recording but will allow lower frame rate when no
motion is detected.

● Shall video archiving be acceptable to reach the required 150 days retention period?
Sauk County wants 150-180 days of 20 FPS footage.

● Is failover video recording required? If so, what are its requirements?
Sauk County does not require this.

● Is onboard video storage required? If so, what are its requirements?
Sauk County does not require this.

● What video compression formats are acceptable when calculating storage
requirements?
H265 would be acceptable.

● The RFP states that the system shall have the ability to add cameras to the system.
Shall the awarded contractor provide licensing to add future cameras? If so, how many
licenses are required to be provided?
This will depend on the software that is provided and if the new camera will need
its own licensing.

● If above a ceiling, can cabling be free-aired utilizing NEC approved methods?
In certain areas where new conduit is not able to be ran for new cameras, cable
trays and J clips are acceptable.

● What size monitors are required to be added in Central Control?
27” monitors

● What size monitors are required to be added in B Control?
27” monitors

● Shall workstations be provided along with the monitors in Central Control and B Control?
No, Sauk County will provide.

● If existing camera cabling is not pulled in conduit, is new conduit required to feed the
camera?
In certain areas where new conduit is not able to be ran for new cameras, cable
trays and J clips are acceptable.

● Shall the awarded contractor be responsible for integration of the video system into the
stanley door control system?
Sauk County will contract and coordinate with Stanley Solutions for the
integrating process.



● What  integration methodologies are acceptable for integration to the door control
system?
Anything capable of integrating with Stanley Solutions.

● Update is approximately 90 cameras. How many are indoor and outdoor?
There are nine outdoor cameras currently. Three of those nine outdoor cameras
are PTZ’s

● Regarding the additional 10 cameras, how many are indoor /outdoor? Any camera
mounting pole required out of above 10?
Sauk County does not need to add anymore outdoor cameras but the
replacements of those need to cover more area.

● How many 360 deg. & 180 deg. cameras required to cover a wider area?
Sauk County is looking for input from the contractor to best fit the areas for better
coverage.

● Can we get the building layout plan or list of camera installation locations?
Camera list will be provided. Building layout was attached with the RFP.

● Where is the central control located?
This information can not be provided, this was shown in the walkthrough.

● Only proposals sent as a hardcopy will be accepted, or is there another way we can
electronically submit?
All proposals must be sent by mail or brought to our County Clerks office by 1:00
p.m. Tuesday November 22, 2022. Electronic copies are not accepted.

● Specification 2.14 states that multiple PC’s and mobile devices will need access to
camera viewing. Will the County provide the PC’s and mobile devices? And could you
please provide an anticipated quantity of PC’s and anticipated quantity of mobile devices
that will need access to camera viewing?
Sauk County IT department will provide PC’s and Mobile devices.

● Specification 2.19 states that County will provide switches for this project. With concern
to PoE port power, could you please list the brand & model of switches that will be
provided?
Cisco 24 or 48 port switches.

● The Scope of Work indicates the work is to be completed by September 29th, 2023, but
the Contract indicates completion date as January 12th, 2023. Could you please clarify
substantial and final completion dates?
The completion date of this project is September 29, 2023



● Site walk through conversation mentioned underground wiring near Control Room, and
that the conduit for this wiring may no longer be sound. Would you allow this item be
addressed as an allowance in the Bid?
Sauk County is not aware of any conduit that is not sound. If wire can not be
pulled through the conduit due to an obstruction, the contractor can provide a
time and material quote at that time.

● Site walk through conversation mentioned that floor plans will be made available to the
winning bidder, will these be available in CAD file?
PDF.


